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Portable Sanitation Gets a Face-lift
Thanks to product advances, today’s event planners
are in the driver’s seat when it comes to selecting a portable
restroom for outside events.  No longer do you have to
make compromises.  You can choose between special event
portable toilets, executive portable toilets with freshwater
sinks, American Disabilities Act wheelchair-accessible
portable toilets, luxury mobile restroom trailers and much
more.
To better understand the wide variety of portable
sanitation solutions available to you, it is important to
start by visiting a respected portable sanitation rental
company.  Know your options and be sure to ask
questions. Specifically, it’s important to consider placement
of the facilities to ensure maximum crowd access and
convenience.

women’s sides that are spacious and climate-controlled, with
generous china sinks, private locking bathrooms, immaculate
porcelain flush toilets and many other amenities. In addition,
an attendant can be hired to ensure unparalleled cleanliness
and support throughout the event.

Pre-Qualifying Questions:  Rental pros agree that some
of the influential factors in choosing the correct restrooms
for an outside event include the number of attendees, the
projected length of the event, whether food and beverages
will be served, the formality of the event and the logistical
needs related to each rental.

Ensuring All Bases Are Covered:  Accommodations for
the disabled should be provided with wheelchair-accessible
ADA-certified portable toilets. ADA portable toilets ensure
equal access for all with full-width handrails, ground-floor
access designed for wheelchairs, oversize door frames and
wide interiors.
Low-profile portable hand sinks come with hand soap,
paper towels and water and should be considered at
events with a large number of children.  These sinks allow
children to enjoy hygienic conditions that were previously not
accessible to them.
If you are catering an event and do not have accessibility
to a water source, consider renting a water solution for
remote food preparation needs.  This product provides a
self-contained hot-water system that can be placed virtually
anywhere.

Not Your Average Restrooms:  Special event portable
restrooms are utilized for large crowd capacity venues
and contain modern conveniences such as antibacterial
hand sanitizer and tissue seat covers.  On the other hand,
executive portable toilets are highbrow and elegant.  They
contain even more amenities, including a freshwater sink
with hand soap, paper towels, a flushing toilet, a wide interior
and vanity mirrors.  However, they comfortably serve fewer
people than the special event portable restrooms.
Luxury restroom trailers are mobile and include multiple
self-contained bathrooms that can ultimately rival four-star
hotel restrooms.  These products often contain men’s and

The Unveiling:  When executing an event, it’s imperative
that this type of equipment is considered in full.  Planning
should include rapid deployment and pickup of equipment.  
Consider using additional vehicles or staff support for each
trailer to maintain cleanliness and crowd management if
necessary.  Think about extra sanitation support to alleviate
any possible capacity issues, and be sure to coordinate with
state and local officials as well as other event companies
that are contributing to the event.
Portable sanitation has certainly changed over the years,
and it’s important to know that there are many options out
there that will fit your needs for nearly every occasion.

